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STEPHEN SCANNIELLO RETURNS

CEMETERY ROSE

We are delighted to invite
you to join us on January
13 for a visit with Stephen
Scanniello, President of
the Heritage Rose Foundation, curator of the
Peggy Rockefeller Rose
Garden in the New York
Botanic Garden and author of many books including Climbing Roses
(Prentice-Hall, 1994). He
will present two training
sessions, one at 9:00 a.m.
and another at 1:00 p.m.
in the Historic Rose Garden.
Stephen is a knowledgeable and enjoyable speaker who loves
roses, especially climbers. He advises in several famous gardens and gardens of famous people in New York and Connecticut and always has interesting and humorous stories to share
along with excellent pruning advice.
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We ask for a $10 donation to the garden to attend this event.
Please plan to join us in the Rose Garden for the morning or
afternoon session (or both!). On-street parking is available.
The photo below shows ‘Lemarque’ in April after Stephen’s
January pruning.

Stephen will also speak at the Sacramento Rose Society on
Thursday evening, January 11 at 7:30 p.m. Check their website
for further details: www.sactorose.org/sacramentorosesociety
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EDITORIAL
We rosarians are taught the best time to
prune is when plants are dormant. We are
now approaching that time, and are busy
planning pruning days in the Historic Rose
Garden. We’re sharpening tools, hunting
down the best gloves, brewing hot chocolate and generally getting ready for hard,
chilly work. The dormant season is also a
time to plan and to plant.
We gardeners have a built-in, basic optimistic approach to life. We believe when
we plant something, it will grow.
(Unfortunately, some things we don’t plant
grow as well—but we’re not talking weeds
here.)

2018 Historic Rose Garden
Events

Now’s the time to plant roses; bare-root
plants are available from nurseries for our
gardens, the propagation team is readying
plants for next spring’s Open Garden and
new roses are being planted in the HRG.

March 31
Spring Beauties Awaken Tour
10:00 a.m.

According to The Old Farmer’s Almanac,
this will be a cooler, wetter winter in
Northern California, followed by a warmer
spring. As optimists, we find that’s good
news for Open Garden. Meantime, we’ll be
pruning and planting and drinking hot
chocolate.
Comments, suggestions, et al
Judy Eitzen, Editor
verlaine@citlink.net

January 13
Stephen Scanniello Pruning Event
9:00 a.m. & 1:00 p.m.

HEADLINE
April
7
Primping Party
SUB-HEAD. SUB-HEAD.
9:00—12:00
SUB-HEAD. SUB-HEAD.

April 14
Open Garden
9:30—3:00

April 22
Old Roses Teas, Chinas, Noisettes
1:00 p.m.
April 29
Old Roses Hybrid Perpetuals, Bourbons
1:00 p.m.

The love of gardening is a seed
once sown that never dies.

May 6
Old Roses Gallicas, Damasks,
Albas, Centifolias
1:00 p.m.

-Gertrude Jekyll
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CURATOR’S CORNER

Anita Clevenger

As winter approaches, many roses go to sleep. They may go fully
dormant, pulling the carbohydrates in their leaves and canes into
their roots and dropping their leaves. Every year, I am asked by
visitors and volunteers whether something is wrong with deciduous roses such as ‘Banshee’, whose leaves go bright yellow in the
fall before they fall from the plant. It’s simply nature at work.
Autumnal rose leaves can be quite colorful, be they R. cinnamomea’s orange, red and yellow hues or burgundy-red
‘Inermis Morletti.’ The leaves of semi- deciduous roses such as
‘Forest Ranch Pompom” begin to look mottled or develop spots
or dark edges or yellow borders. We remove these senescent
leaves as we prune, clean up any that have fallen to the ground,
and wait for spring’s fresh new growth.

‘Banshee’

Chinas and Teas, and their hybrids, show very little dormancy in
our mild winter. In Sacramento, they are virtually evergreen and
ever-blooming. This fall was dry and warmer than usual, and
they just kept on pumping out flowers. As it gets cold and rainy,
the roses will slow down but we can usually find some blossoms
in the garden all winter long.
Many pruning books assume that all roses go dormant, not accounting for Sacramento’s climate or the types
of roses that we grow. Since it is best to prune when roses are as dormant as possible, before the sap starts to
rise in mid-February, we have a short window each winter to prune. We are starting now on the onceblooming roses and will focus more on the repeat-bloomers after the first of the year.

Rosa Foliolosa

Conventional wisdom is to prune once-blooming roses in the
summer after they bloom. While we may cut out some old canes
at that time, we do most of their pruning in the winter. Onceblooming roses flower only on “old wood”, canes that were produced in prior seasons. You can increase the amount of bloom
by cutting canes back, sometimes by as much as a third, to encourage lateral growth to emerge lower in the plant, increasing
blooms all along the stem. We strive to remove the growing tips
on all old canes, take out some of the old, unproductive canes
and shape the plants.

Repeat-blooming roses bloom on old wood as well as new
canes. Removing old or damaged canes will encourage the
plant to put its energy into the remaining canes and to push
strong new growth. We’ve had some great success rejuvenating
some of our older plants through judicious removal of old
canes. While we like for our roses to grow to their full potential
as much as possible, we also find that cutting them back will generate more fresh growth and flowers, and
reduce the risk that long, top-heavy canes will flop when their blossoms are soaked with spring rains.
We’ve been working on a handbook for rose volunteers, and have struggled with trying to distill pruning advice into a handful of clear directions. We have many different types of roses in our garden, and there is
great variability in growth habits even within their class. One Hybrid Perpetual or Bourbon does not grow
like another! Pruning is an art, and starts with observing each plant and evaluating how it grows and what
we need to do to shape it and encourage more bloom. We learn from the roses and one another, and keep
evaluating what does and does not work. The good news is that roses are forgiving, and will usually grow and
bloom no matter what we do to them.
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THE ROSE RUSTLERS

Book Review

Entertaining and personal accounts of some of the great stories of the Texas Rose Rustlers have been
published in The Rose Rustlers by William C. Welch and Greg Grant. It was published in September as one of the Texas A&M AgriLife Research and Extension Service Series and includes the quest to save antique roses that disappeared from the market. Like this years’ fashions, recently introduced roses fall our of fashion over the years and vanish.
As we have hunted down roses brought to California by pioneers, so
those in Texas have done the same, searching cemeteries, vacant
lots, farmyards and abandoned fields for the survivors. Not only
have the Texas Rose Rustlers searched out the roses, but have done
their best to study, cultivate and conserve these plants, and to restore them to residential gardens.
Greg Grant is the Smith County horticulturist and William C. Welch
is professor and landscape horticulturalist at Texas A&M AgriLife
Extension Service in Tyler, Texas.

ROSE RESEARCH
Publication of the above title by Texas A&M reminds one to recognize the importance of Land Grant
Universities to continuing research in a variety of areas.
Land Grant Universities were established in the 1862 under the Morrill Acts. These laws funded educational institutions by granting federally controlled land to states. States could then sell the land,
raising funds to establish and endow “land-grant” colleges. Such institutions were designated to focus
on teaching practical studies—agriculture, science, engineering, etc.—without ignoring “classical studies”. Many of these universities have also become research institutions—colleges that expect tenured
faculty to continuously engage in research activities. The University of California is a land grant university, with the focus of agricultural and horticultural studies at the Davis campus.

The above-mentioned Texas A&M university is no exception, providing a wealth of research in recent
years about roses and other garden plants. One can subscribe to TAMU Rose Update, an occasional
email describing recent rose research and events, from David Byrne, Professor of Rosa and Prunus
Breeding and Genetics. Further information is available on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/
tamuroses or email him directly at dbyrne@tamu.edu. He also posts regular updates to the Rose
Breeding and Genetics and the Combating Rose Rosette Disease Facebook pages.
Rosarians may recall that Ralph Moore’s data and collections on rose breeding were sent to Texas
A&M as part of the Basye Rose Program. Like Ralph Moore, Dr. Robert Bayse sought to breed roses
resistant to disease and easy for gardeners to grow.
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PLANTING TIME

Anita Clevenger

For those who like to dig in the dirt, late fall is the best possible time to be a Sacramento gardener. This is
the time to plant bulbs, perennials and fall annuals, and to scatter wildflower seeds. We have planted a
number of companion plants, and of course, we are also planting roses.
We continue to add roses to our collection, although there is not much available space within the boundaries
of the Historic Rose Garden. Some open spots are too shady, and others are just not big enough for most
heritage varieties. We have been reluctant to plant where roses have been infected with crown gall. This
year, we had Sheriff’s Work Project crew dig out and replace infected soil in several prime planting locations.

Another issue is the active gopher and ground squirrel population
throughout the cemetery. We are planting in gopher cages, which
we hope will keep the critters from tunneling and nibbling at the
base of the roses.
What roses are we planting this fall? A total of eighteen have been
growing in our volunteers’ driveways and back yards, and are now
ready to make their Historic Rose Garden debut. A few are replacements or backup plants for roses already in the collection. Bright
red Hybrid Perpetual “Tylor Carrl” has been declining, so we are
putting in a second plant. Our original ‘Regulus’ seems to making a
comeback now that we have removed old canes to rejuvenate it, but
we are planting another one just in case. “Jim Henley”, the spicyscented seedling named for the late Sacramento City Historian, is
too cramped in its origi‘Jim Henley’
nal spot. We have selected a prime location with
‘Regulus’
plenty of space for another one to grow. We have also been given some new found roses by
Fred Boutin and others, and are very eager to see how they grow
and to compare them with other roses in our collection. Not infrequently, a found Tea rose will be another member of the ‘Mme
Lombard’ family. Found Hybrid Perpetuals are often clones of ‘La
Reine’ or the unknown Hybrid Perpetual dubbed the “Rose of
Many Names” by rosarian Jeri Jennings. We are always hopeful
that we are planting a rose that we’ve never grown before and that
will add to the diversity and interest of our garden. Even if a rose
turns out to be a familiar cultivar, each new addition from a different historic location adds to our knowledge of California’s rose
heritage. Our collection is not just about found roses themselves,
but we gather and share as much information as possible about
where they were grown, who grew them and how they came to be
there.
One such new rose is “Dora’s Farmhouse Rose,” donated by volunteer Emily Christenson. Emily writes,
“Dora was my maternal great-grandmother who farmed in Modesto, CA. The farm house (circa 1900) is still
there as well as the original rose bush. My great grandparents bought the house in the 1930s, and the rose
was already planted and established when they moved in. “ It’s a deep pink, fragrant Hybrid Perpetual. We
look forward to growing and studying it, but we will also treasure it because of its history.
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HEINTZ/DEWEY FAMILY

Troy Glasson

Nestled at the edge of the Historic Rose garden near the 9th Street gate stands a monument and four flat
headstones. The monument is an impressive granite structure with the name “Heintz” in bas relief across the
top, with the names Jacob and Julia below it. The front three headstones are granite as well, with the names
Harry, Bertha, and Leaphe Dewey. The fourth headstone, a simple cement inlay with moss filling the inscribed name and date, lays just to the right of the monument. The name here is Jim Goy.
Jacob and Julia lived in what is now mid-town Sacramento immediately following the Gold Rush; but due to
the inability to make a good living there they moved to the San Juan Grant area and settled in Fair Oaks with
Jacob’s brother, Joseph. Joseph owned a small farm just north of present-day Winding Way. Jacob purchased the lot of land just West of Joseph’s and built a home for his wife and children; this was in the late
1850’s. (1)
Jacob and Julia began raising fruit
trees and some livestock on their small
property. One day, while purchasing
supplies, they left their buckboard on
Front street covered by a tarp. A young
Chinese boy trying to escape the Chinese Tong gangs, then making their
way from San Francisco to Sacramento
to conscript new members, found refuge under the tarp. Soon the wagon
was on its way and Jim Goy’s life would
change forever.
When Jacob and Julia arrived home,
they began unpacking the wagon and to
their surprise, found Jim. He was so
grateful that they unknowingly helped
him escape a possible life of crime that
generally was not a long one, he devoted the rest of his life to them. He
would sometimes work other farms,
but always returned back to the Heintz Johnny Rhomas, Jane Dewey, Eileen Dewey Thomas, Harry
Dewey IV with Troy Glosson at the Farm to Fork Tour 2017
farm.
In 1863, Jacob and Julia welcomed their first daughter Bertha into the world. Ultimately, there were three
daughters, with no boys who could work or inherit the farm.

In Grass Valley, in 1864, Harry Dewey was born into a family that already had two boys. Soon after Harry’s
birth his mother passed away, and by 1869 his father, no longer able to care for the boys, sent them to Sacramento to the Protestant Children’s Home to live. (2)
Before Harry became a teenager, he was “adopted” by a farmer in southern Placer County and forced to work
the fields with expectations far beyond the abilities of a young boy. He did not enjoy the fruits of a normal
childhood, and was basically used as slave labor. Every chance Harry had, he would work other farmer’s
fields to earn money for himself. He was finally able to earn and save enough to leave the farmer who had
“adopted” him and began working at a quarry in Rocklin.
(Continued on page 7)
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He made good money there, but when the workers began speaking of unionizing, Harry would have nothing
to do with that, not being a fan of unions. He struck out on his own again, and this time he started his own
business working fields harvesting hay, barley, and wheat near the Heintz farm.
While making his way through the Fair Oaks area he met and fell in love with Bertha Heintz. Jacob and Julia
welcomed him into their home and the couple was soon married. Jacob now had the son he wished for to inherit the family farm. In 1896 Jacob died when his heart failed after a lifetime of manual labor. Together
with Julia and Bertha, Harry ran the farm, employing many of the same workers that were loyal to Jacob, including Jim Goy.
In 1901, Julia sold her share of the farm to Harry and Bertha but remained as a resident of the house. She
helped out with many of the daily chores, but allowed Harry to run the farm as his own. Harry began expanding the size of the farm and started growing several different fruit and nut trees, and livestock as well.
Harry took very good care of his workers as well as his farm, treating workers with respect. They, in turn,
appreciated their working conditions and pay and did not attempt to unionize as many other farms were doing at the time. Many pay-days found Jim Goy down in the Delta town of Locke where he would gamble and
socialize with other Chinese workers and immigrants from around the area, always returning to his faithful
employer to work the farm.
Harry and Bertha raised several children, but their first child, a daughter
named Leaphe, died as an infant and is laid to rest along with Harry and Bertha. Their eldest son, Harold, joined the US Army in 1917 and served at Ft.
Mac Arthur in Los Angeles, never seeing combat in Europe, and eventually
returning to the family farm. He married, and Harry III was born. He and
his wife were eventually divorced after an illness, but he soon remarried.
Harry Dewey III served as a radio operator in the US Navy on a PBY in the
Pacific during WWII. In 1942, Bertha passed away from stomach cancer, and
in 1943 Harry passed away from heart disease. After the war, Harry III began
running the farm and his parents retired to Rocklin where they are both buried. Harry III married a beautiful young lady named Jane, and together they
raised two children, Harry IV
and Eileen.
In the 1960’s, the large farm
that spread from Winding
Way to just south of Madison
Ave began to be sold off to
developers and the local school district. Two schools were
erected on the land; Will Rogers Middle School and Harry
Dewey Elementary School.
Harry III and Harry IV both moved away from the farm, but
Eileen remained after her education and is still living in the
home with her husband John. Together they raised two sons,
and they are both working a farm that Harry III started in
Yolo County. Harry III passed away in July of 2016.
(Continued on page 8)
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HEINTZ/DEWEY, con’t.
(Continued from page 7)

During my research for the From Farm to Fork to Grave Tour, I reached out to the community to find
out if anyone knew any history of the Dewey farm. At the time I did not know that Eileen was still living in the homestead, but through contacts made during my research I was invited to interview Eileen
in her home. With only one room being changed downstairs from a bedroom to a parlor, and an expansion of the upstairs into a master suite, the home still looks just as it did in a photo from around the
beginning of the 20th century.
I learned a lot about Harry, Bertha, Jim Goy, and Eileen. As a thank you for all of her information I
invited her and her family to attend my tour and they were happy to do so. I got to spend a little time
with Harry IV, one of Eileen’s sons Johnny, her husband John, and her mother Jane.
As a footnote, Harry I built a Co-Op with seven other famers in the area, and in 1910 they formed the
nucleus of a company that still exists today; Blue Diamond Almonds. While the family sold off their
interest in the company around 2006, their family’s history is still a part of the company’s as well.
——————————(1) San Juan Grant was the common name for Rancho San Juan, a Mexican land grant, located
east of Rancho Del Paso. When California became a state in 1850, ownership of land grants
was confirmed by the courts. During the 1850’s, the owners of Rancho San Juan began selling
small ranches in the area then known as Center Township.
(2) The Protestant Orphans Asylum was established in 1867 as citizens noticed abandoned children
living on riverbanks. It was the first charity in Sacramento. The original committee raised
funds and established the home in just one year. It eventually outgrew the original location on
L Street and 32 acres were purchased on Sutterville Road where the Sacramento Children’s
Home still exists.

“Joyce Demits’ Apricot
Hybrid Musk”
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REMEMBERING ROSARIANS
Two remarkable women in the rose world were lost this year and will be remembered
by all who garden with roses.
Joyce Nadine Demits , known in her home area of Mendocino as the Rose Lady, died
in July. She searched for and found many roses along the north coast and helped
found the Heritage Roses Group and AKA Rose Rustlers, working to preserve antique
roses. For many years, she supported the Mendocino Coast Botanical Gardens and
her celebration of life was held there in August.

Barbara Worl was raised as a Quaker and lived her
life practicing equality, peace-making and simple,
plain living. Her love of old roses and horticulture
led her to grow beautiful gardens and learn photographic techniques to record and publish. From
1950, she was associated with Bell’s Bookstore in
Palo Alto and built the gardening section for which
the store is known today. She founded Sweetbriar Press to reprint books,
print postcards and desk calendars based on her photographs.
Both ladies, instrumental in finding and growing antique roses have had
roses named for them.
“Joyce Demits’ Apricot
Hybrid Musk” is an
apricot blend hybrid
musk with large, full
blooms on a short,
spreading plant.

“Barbara Worl”
AKA
“Grandmother’s Hat”

The rose “Barbara Worl”
is also known as “Grandmother’s Hat” and can be found in
the Historic Rose Garden. It’s a medium-pink hybrid perpetual with blooms that could have appeared on an oldfashioned Easter hat—hence the name.

Both ladies will be missed, though their passion for
roses lives on in the roses that bear their names.
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CEMETERY ROSE
Pruning Time...
“It depends”
Each rose may be different and
require a different approach—
Teas vs Gallicas, Chinas vs
Species—but all have some requirements in common:
•

•
•
•

•

The right tool for the job—
bypass pruners & loppers;
saws for larger canes.
Clean, sharp cutting edges.
Sanitation of tools between
plants to deter disease.
Pruning in the rain or just
prior to rain my leave plants
vulnerable to disease as
cuts dry conditions to heal.
Protective clothing for safety
and comfort.

Volunteer Activities
&
Upcoming Events
January 13
Stephen Scanniello Pruning Event
9:00 a.m. & 1:00 p.m.
March 31
Spring Beauties Awaken Tour
10:00 a.m.
April 7
Primping Party
9:00—12:00
April 14
Open Garden
9:30—3:00

Judy Eitzen, ed.
8698 Elk Grove Blvd.
Suite 1, #271
Elk Grove, CA 95624
Verlaine@citlink.net
www.cemeteryrose.org
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